Heat-Resistance Cables
RoHS Extension and compensation cables for thermocouples

General - definitions
Extension and compensation cables are used to electrically connect
the inactive ends of the wires of a thermocouple to the cold weld
junction, where the wires of this couple do not reach this cold weld
junction.
● Extension

cables
Extension cables are manufactured with wires of the same
composition as the wires of the corresponding couples. They are
coded with the letter“X”placed after the thermocouple code, for
example“JX”
.
cables
Compensation cables are manufactured with wires of different
stranding or material to the wires of the corresponding thermocouples.
They are marked by the letter“C”placed after the thermocouple
code, for example“KC”
. Different alloys can be used for the same
type of thermocouple. They can be distinguished by extra letters,
for example KCA and KCB.

Principle of use
In most cases, thermocouples are relatively far from measurement,
monitoring and recording apparatus.
Extension or compensation cables are then used to connect the
thermocouple to the apparatus. They transmit the data given by the
thermocouple (see figures 3 and 4).
These cables have identical properties to thermocouples but in an
area with reduced temperature and different tolerances than for the
thermocouples (see table).

● Compensation

Thermocouple
Figure 3
(set-up with direct connection)

Thermocouple
Figure 4
(set-up with extension
or compensation cable)

Main Types of Extension and Compensation Cable and Tolerances
The tolerance of an extension or compensation cable is the maximum
extra difference given in microvolts, due to the presence of an extension
or compensation cable in the temperature measurement circuit.
The table below gives the tolerances of the extension and compensation
cables within the temperature range given in the column“Cable temperature
range”
.
This table also gives, in brackets, the equivalent and approximative tolerances
in degrees Celsius. The emf-temperature ratio not being linear, the

tolerance in degrees Celsius depends on the temperature of the
measurement junction of the thermocouple.
The figures indicated in the table are those corresponding to the
“Temperature
of the measurement junction”in the last column.
In most cases, the error given in degrees Celsius will be greater for the low
temperatures of the measurement junction.
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